Limitations of ultrasonic duplex scanning for diagnosing lower limb arterial stenoses in the presence of adjacent segment disease.
The purpose of this study was to provide a quantitative evaluation of the effect of adjacent segment lesions on disease classification in lower limb arteries by ultrasonic duplex scanning. Lower limb arterial duplex scanning from the distal aorta to the popliteal artery was performed in 55 patients. Arterial lesions evaluated by visual interpretation of Doppler spectra were compared blindly with those measured by angiography. To recognize severe stenoses (50% to 100% diameter reduction) in any arterial segment, duplex scanning had sensitivity and specificity rates of 74% and 96%, respectively. However, sensitivity and specificity rates increased to 80% and 98%, respectively, when there was no 50% to 100% diameter-reducing lesion in adjacent segments, whereas they decreased to 66% and 94%, respectively, when there was at least one 50% to 100% diameter-reducing lesion in adjacent segments. Moreover, among the 48 duplex misclassifications underestimating or overestimating the degree of arterial stenoses, 30 (62.5%) involved a segment with at least one 50% to 100% lesion in adjacent segments. The segments mostly affected by proximal and distal arterial lesions were the popliteal arteries and the common and deep femoral arteries, where it was found that 86% (24/28) of the misclassifications involved the presence of either proximal or distal severe stenoses. The results demonstrated that the presence of multiple stenoses was an important limitation of duplex scanning for the detection and quantification of lower limb arterial disease.